
A small clutch of
images from our
recent club
competition
13/01/22, which
shows we have
a great talent for
this genre of photography in Beeston Camera Club,
maybe we should form a Bird Group or a Wildlife
section, which could organise small group Field Trips
and such like.
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Strictly for the Birds
February is



February is
For LOVE BIRDS

St. ValenÄne, (died in 3rd century, Rome; feast day
February 14), it is the name of one or two legendary ChrisÉan
martyrs whose lives seem to be historically based. Although the
Roman Catholic Church conÉnues to recognise St. ValenÉne as a
saint of the church, he was removed from the General Roman
Catholic Calendar in 1969 because of the lack of reliable
informaÉon about him. He is the patron saint of lovers, epilepÄcs,
and beekeepers.

Saint ValenÉne was a clergyman – either a priest or a bishop – in
the Roman Empire who ministered to persecuted ChrisÉans. He
was martyred and his body buried at a ChrisÉan cemetery on the
Via Flaminia on February 14, which has been observed as the Feast
of Saint ValenÉne (Saint ValenÉne's Day) since 496.

Commemorated in Western ChrisÉanity on February 14 and in
Eastern Orthodoxy on July 6. From the High Middle Ages his Saints'
Day has been associated with a tradiÉon of courtly love.

Lovebird is the common
name for the Genus
Agapornis, a small group of
parrots in the Old World
parrot family PsiĐaculidae.
Of the nine species in the
genus, eight are naÉve to
the African conÉnent, with
the grey-headed lovebird
being naÉve to
Madagascar.

Social and affecÉonate, the
name comes from the
parrots' strong,
monogamous pair bonding
and the long periods which
paired birds spend siĬ ng
together. Lovebirds live in
small flocks and eat fruit,
vegetables, grasses, and
seeds. Black-winged
lovebirds also eat insects
and figs, and black-collared
lovebirds have a special
dietary requirement for
naÉve figs, making them
problemaÉc to keep in
capÉvity.

The average lifespan is 20
to 30 years.

February romantic happy couples



Jan-February
is For the RSPB
Big BIRD WATCH

January 28 starts the Big
Bird Watch, to note the
various bird species and
record your findings on the
Big Bird Watch Form and
return it to the RSPB.

Making a bird bath

There are many ways of
providing water in the garden,
but the simplest way is a bird
bath. This is essentially a dish
of water - the aesthetic
aspects are there to please
us, not the birds!

A good bird bath has a simple,
sturdy construction, but is
light enough to make it easy to
clean and refill.

Sighting a bird box

Placing a bird box where you
can see it easily from a
window of your home, as this
will give you hours of
enjoyment and plenty of
opportunities to take some
bird behaviour images.

Birds are not the only things
to enter nest boxes, predators
and insects may also take up
residence.

Sherwood Forest

The new RSPB visitor
centre is a gateway to
this wonderful
landscape



The most celebrated visitor to Galapagos was undoubtedly the young Charles Darwin in
1835 on board HMS Beagle, commanded by Captain Robert FitzRoy.

Darwin was so seasick on the voyage he had told the captain he wanted to get off the
ship when it reached the Azores island to replenish stores, but there he saw such a
variety of animals and fossils, he was encouraged to continue the voyage.

The ship was homeward bound after spending three years charting the coasts of South
America from the Rio Plata round to Chiloe in southern Chile.

In his travels ashore on the pampas of Argentina and in the Cordilleras of the Andes,
collecting animals and fossils and studying the geology, Charles Darwin had been
exposed to a wider range of nature than any previous scientist.

His natural characteristics of enquiring critically with an open mind into the whys and
wherefores of every one of his observations had given rise to doubts in his mind about
the correctness of the view of the Creation of the World held at that time by most
scientists as well as the Church, maintaining that all species were fixed and unchanging.

In Galapagos he found a remarkable population of plants, birds and reptiles that had
developed in isolation from the mainland, but often differed on almost identical islands
next door to one another and whose characteristics that could only be explained by a
gradual transformation of the various species.

On the Origin of Species

Soon after his return to England in 1836, Charles Darwin arrived at the principle of
‘natural selection’ as a mechanism for the creation of new species, but for the next 20
years he kept his ideas strictly to himself, Charles Lyell, and Joseph Hooker, while he
patiently amassed evidence in their support.

On 1 July 1858, in response to a letter from Alfred Russel Wallace who had come up
with a virtually identical theory, though with less supporting evidence, the joint Darwin-
Wallace papers were presented in outline to the Linnean Society of London. Darwin then
settled down to write a fuller account of his theory and On the Origin of Species was
released to the booksellers on 24 November 1859.

Although his ideas were soon accepted by the majority of scientists, the challenge that
they offered to the Church and to the rest of society took longer to make its mark, but
their importance in obliging mankind to take a radically fresh view of itself has long since
been universally recognised.

Darwin saw that Galapagos finches and Hawaiian honey-creepers although evolved
from a single species of bird evolved different beaks and different behaviours that enable
each of them to eat the different kinds of food available to them in their different habitat
and thrive and reproduce.

Which lead to his theory of evolution,
TheOrigin of the Species.

CharlesDarwin
And his Finches



Thank You to all the entrants to the BCC Annual Print Exhibition.

The deadline was 20th January 2022, Mike Leatherland will now be preparing the
exhibition for show at Beeston Library upper floor from 2nd April 2022 until 22nd

May 2022 at normal Library opening times.

City Arts
Present an photography exhibition entitled Old Time Sayings
by Lamar Francis
Mon - Thurs 10.00 am - 4.00pm from 13th January - 3rd March 2022

At The Window Gallery, City Arts, 11 - 13 Hockley, Nottingham NG1 1 FH

These are aphorisms and idioms shared by older members of Nottingham’s
African-Caribbean community.

Through The wildlife trust Nottinghamshire. Present Wildlife Talks 2022.

A Year At Rutland Water
By Tim Sexton

Tim was the face of Attenborough for many years. Now he is speicies Officer
at Rutland Water, he will share what he has learned over the past year at one
of the best places in the UK to enjoy wildlife.

21/02/22

Beeston Wildlife Group
Trent Vale Infant School, Trent Road, Beeston Rylands. NG9 1LP

7.30 - 9.30 pm



NEW TECH NEW TECH NEW TECH NEW TECH NEW

The EOS R5 C is a video-orientated version of
Canon's EOS R5. It’s part of the Cinema EOS
range, it shoots 8K at up to 60p in Canon's
Cinema Raw Light format, with 10-bit 422
options in the XF-AVC format. The main
distinguishing feature is an active cooling system
on the back of the camera, allowing unlimited
recording times.

Unlike the base R5 model, there's no in-body
image stabilisation system, but there is a socket
for syncing time-code. A three-way switch lets
you turn the camera on in either Photo or Video
mode, with the menus and user interface
changing to match the mode you choose. Video
mode includes wave form and vector-scope
displays not included on the standard R5.

I know many members of our club are not
interested in video because of the editing
required, but used as a stills camera it still has a
45 mp capability. £4,499.00

Canon EOS R5c Released 19/01/22

The Nikon Z9 is a 45.7MP full-frame pro sports mirrorless
camera: a high speed, 8K-shooting top quality a professional
industry standard that you can count on.

Nikon becomes the third top brand to build a pro-grade
mirrorless camera around a fast-readout, stacked CMOS
sensor, and seems determined to show that it has no intention
of being an also-ran as the market moves to mirrorless.

The Z9 is the first camera in this pro class to abandon the
mechanical shutter entirely and, particularly in terms of video,
it's by far Nikon's most ambitious camera yet.

Key Specifications

45.7MP Stacked CMOS sensor

30 fps JPEG shooting

20 fps Raw shooting (for over 1000 compressed Raws)

120 fps JPEG shooting at 11MP resolution

8K/30p capture and 4K-from-8K, with ProRes 422 HQ option

8K/60p, 12-bit 8K N-Raw and 4K ProRes RAW to be added with f/w

Internal 10-bit N-Log and HLG capture

3.69M dot OLED EVF with reduced lag and greater brightness

XM dot rear LCD with multi-directional tilt

Twin CFexpress Type B card slots

Full-time electronic shutter camera

Sensor shield to protect sensor

You must wait until October 2022 to pay £5,299.00



LINCOLN MINI MEET AND MARKET

Ministry of Steampunk present the Mini Meet and Market 25/26/27 February 2022

Friday 25 February – Evening social TBC

Saturday 26 February – 10:00-17:00

Head to Lincoln Castle (free entry to the grounds) for a curated Steampunk market, exhibition
of creations from the Major himself and a fun family trail to enjoy.
Entry to the prison building and the wall walk are charged extra.

Saturday 26 February – 19:30-22:00

Secure your ticket now for a seat in Lincoln’s awe-inspiring cathedral for a performance of the
Secret Symphony Presents: Interstellar, performed under Luke Jerram’s ‘The Museum Of
The Moon’. A reimagined soundtrack that includes such ‘stellar’ tracks from David Bowie,
Coldplay, Muse, Public Service Broadcasting, ELO, Pink Floyd, Emerson Lake & Palmer,
Jamiroquai, Daft Punk, Elton John and many, many more. Performed among immersive
lighting and under the gaze of a silvery moon!

PLEASE NOTE: over 85% of all tickets have now been sold (01 Feb).

Sunday 27 February – 10:00-16:00

Head back to Lincoln Castle (maybe bring a punknic) for our curated market, exhibition and
trail, before heading home to dream of events to come in Lincoln a little later in the year. This
is a great opportunity for anybody new to Steampunk to meet the friendly and welcoming
community, as well as buy everything you need to start your conversion to the steamy side
from fantastic independent traders and makers.

The MoS are following Government Guidelines and working with multiple venue partners for this
event, so reserve the right to make changes or cancellations based on visitor and staff safety.



Robert Butcher - Stag Sunset

Members Sunsets

John Tanner - Loch Ness
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